The hydraulic pump moves oil from the low pressure oil reservoir (tank) to the energy storage side, builds up pressure and charges the spring assembly. When required this energy is released to operate the circuit-breaker. To achieve this, the hydraulic pressure is applied to the piston of the main cylinder by a valve. The piston is attached to the circuit breaker’s interrupter.

The upper side of the piston is always connected to high pressure. A valve is used to connect the lower side of the piston either to high or low pressure. For a close-operation the difference of the piston’s pressurized areas is relevant.

For an open-operation the difference in the pressure on the piston’s areas is relevant. After switching, the hydraulic pressure holds the piston in its end position safely. Thus, no latch is required.

The energy of the movement is always provided by the spring assembly. It is partly discharged by any operation (O or C). This discharge is sensed by a spring travel switch, and the hydraulic pump is switched on.

The pump replenishes the high pressure oil volume and stops after recharging.
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